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NSL CHOOSE P50!!
NSL, formerly known as NCP, was formed in Spring 2007 by the
demerger of NCP into two separate businesses. It provides parking
services, bus and coach operations, city center CCTV monitoring,
back office processing, streetscape consultancy and debt recovery.
In 2017 NSL was acquired by Marston Holdings to form the largest
civil enforcement and judicial services group, with around 200
workplaces and 6500 workers spread across the whole country.
Marston’s / NSL were first drawn to the P50 as an extinguisher solution
because of the environmental and financial benefits. Mark Tucker
who is the Head of Health, Safety and Environment explains why the
P50 made so much sense, “the savings and obvious environmental
benefits caught our eye initially but when we looked into the
P50 in more detail we were mostly impressed by the excellent
firefighting capabilities. The foam unit covers all eventualities that
could be encountered in our workplaces. The P50`s also remove
any potential confusion or delay in deciding which extinguisher to
use because the one extinguisher replaces two in most scenarios!”
In addition to the savings made in the reduction of the physical
number of extinguishers required in each premise, NSL were
attracted to the ease of maintenance. Because the P50 is easily
serviced in-house negating the requirement to use third party
inspection engineers, there is a substantial cost saving and less of a
security issue.
Mark was also impressed with Eco Fires Safety’s installation and
deployment across their operations. “The EFS team did a great job in
accommodating our roll out requirements. Their professionalism
and flexibility enabled us to install the P50’s across our portfolio on
a phased basis, replacing traditional extinguishers as they neared
the end of their lives. EFS are a real asset as a business partner and
we look forward to working with them further in the future!”
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